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INTRODUCTION 
Nonproliferation and nuclear safeguards activities by agencies such as the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) and Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) require the means to 
ensure that only authorized activities occur during periods when an inspector is not present. 
Unattended monitoring systems are designed to minimize human resource requirements both during 
inspection visits and in the period between visits via installation of a primarily automated 
monitoring system. This system is capable of meeting or exceeding human inspection reliability and 
consistency. Implementation of an unattended monitoring system should also provide less 
expensive continuous coverage of the inspected facility over the lifetime of the inspections when 
compared to the cost of inspector time and travel. Furthermore, a transition to remote monitoring 
systems, while decreasing cost md time burdens to an inspection agency, simultaneously provides 
for a unified safeguards approach that is not facility dependent. 

A second generation of unattended and remote monitoring (UNARM) systems has been developed 
at Los Alamos National Laboratory for use in nuclear fuel cycle facilities. These systems allow for 
more efficient use of inspection resources and more rigorous coverage of nuclear facilities. These 
systems incorporate several types of sensors that are capable of low-level intercommunication to 
enable a comprehensive and multi-layered coverage of facility operations. These systems utilize 
data from radiation, motion, video, and balanced magnetic switch sensors, for example. When 
information from all sensors is combined together, an unambiguous reconstruction of facility 
operations can be assembled. 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND GOALS 
Unattended monitoring systems should decrease the inspection impact on facility operations. The 
monitoring systems collect data over the time periods an inspector is not present, provide tools to 
help an inspector (or supervisor) assess whether the activities performed were authorized, and 
provide analysis tools that recornmend follow-up actions. UNARM system data collect data during 
facility operation activities, automatically, with greatly reduced inspector presence. Estimates of 4- 
10 times less inspector activity have been observed in installed systems. The objective is to spend 
less inspector time reviewing daia, to spend less inspector time intruding into facility operations 
collecting data, and to provide more consistent, comprehensive coverage of the facility operations 
by reducing opportunities for human error. It has been observed that it is easier to apply automated 
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systems consistently across a facility than it is to train and supervise several humans to apply 
consistent criteria over the same facility. 

UNARM systems are designed to be redundant, multiple-layered, failure tolerant, and simple to use. 
The facility must understand the monitoring system sufficiently well that they encourage its use 
rather than the use of human inspectors. Access needs must be less than what would be required if 
inspectors were used instead of the automated monitoring system. This implies system mean-time 
between failures must be large. It also means that the system will still provide adequate information 
about facility activities, even if several system elements have failed. Redundancy and overlapping 
layers of coverage are used extmsively to allow valid conclusions to be drawn from partial data 
sets. Different technologies with no common modes of failure are preferred to improve system 
robustness. System design shall assume repairs will be made as part of periodic inspections, not 
when failures occur. 

UNARM systems are capable of maintaining continuity of knowledge (CoK) of all items containing 
fissile material once the material is declared by the operator to be subject to verification. CoK will 
be maintained until the item is removed from the zone of coverage according to formal agreements 
between the inspection authority and the facility. Removal will be noted by the UNARM system. 
Should any of these items be returned to the facility, the UNARM system will monitor the items 
again. For UNARM system purposes, maintaining "continuity of knowledge" can be summarized as 
the inspection authority maintaining confidence on an independent basis that the item is placed and 
remains unaltered in the location as declared by the facility operator. For the purposes of fissile 
material inventory, the monitored item is usually considered to be a container of nuclear material 
sealed with tamper indication. The primary functions of an UNARM system are to: 

Establish unique identification of items, 
Monitor item locations, 
- during storage and 
- during movements within agreed boundaries of the facility; and 
Confirm item integrity, without reliance on facility data or personnel. 

Recognizing that the required function of the UNARM system is to ensure that continuity of 
knowledge is maintained over iiiventory items that have been accepted for monitoring, design 
criteria for the UNARM system are to: 

0 Minimize the total costs,, including maintenance, of maintaining continuity of knowledge; 
Minimize the time and effort required by the inspectors to draw credible conclusions; 
Minimize the need for any reverification of a substantial portion of the inventory; 
Minimize the radiation dose to inspectors; and 
Improve the quality of the data collection and analysis. 

During facility loading operations, the incoming material flow might pass through temporary 
storage, measurement areas, a staging or processing area, and into long-term storage. The UNARM 
system is responsible for monitoring items after they are declared by the facility (which may occur 
upon entrance to the facility or after certain measurements are made inside the facility) and while 
they are physically present in the facility. The UNARM system will monitor the inventory during 
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the loading period, during safety audits, during periods of nonroutine operation, and during the 
static phase of storage facility operation. 

It is anticipated that the period of operation for a monitoring system may last several decades. 
Consequently the UNARM system must be robust, redundant, and fault tolerant to reduce the 
probability of a loss of continuity of knowledge. If a loss of continuity of knowledge occurs, 
knowledge of the inventory will need to be re-established. This typically includes establishing 
unique identification of items, determining item locations, and confirming item integrity. 
Reverification may include statistical sampling, but only if the inspection authorities choose to 
apply it. Reverification may also include removal of some items for more accurate measurement, at 
the inspection authority’s discretion. Likewise, reverification may include the use of neutron and/or 
gamma probes placed down into cooling tubes to verify presence of plutonium. Re-establishing 
CoK after it is lost is expensive, disruptive to normal operations, and time consuming. 

To better avoid loss of CoK, each sensor should be capable of running independently, and each 
layer of sensors (a layer can be based on geographical area or sensor type) should be capable of 
giving adequate data to yield independent conclusions. While the sensors complement each other, 
they do not share common modes of failure. Likewise, there will be data storage as close to the 
sensors as possible, instruments run independently with battery backups of sensors, all to ensure a 
fault-tolerant system. When the central data collection computer comes back on line after a failure, 
it automatically requests data from the individual sensors recorded during the failure period. 

If all UNARM system elements are fimctioning properly, radiation sensors serve as the event 
detection mechanism. If any questions arise regarding an event, complementary video sensors 
provide easy-to-understand mems to resolve questions or anomalies. The initial attempts to use 
pattern recognition and neural net type analyses on multiple sensor data sets look promising as a 
means to discriminate between riormal facility operations and unauthorized activities without direct 
operator interaction. 

The system design includes multiple layers of coverage over the facility. These redundant layers 
provide minimal additional assurance when all system elements function properly. However, if 
some of the elements of the UNARM system fail, then it will be important to have the capability to 
rely on an alternative layer to demonstrate CoK. The objective is to keep component failures 
sufficiently low and sufficiently separated so that adequate coverage is maintained between 
maintenance and repair periods. In some circles this approach has been described as LASSO- 
layered and segmented system organization. It is possible to segment each sensor layer orthogonally 
or in smaller pieces. In this approach, should loss of surveillance occur, one can drill down through 
subsequent segmented sensor layers to get more detail and CoK assurance. Likewise, should an 
anomaly or event be detected at the highest level, one can drill down through the subsequent 
segmented sensor layers to get more detail and either achieve continuity of knowledge or localize 
the problem to a small subset of items. 

Once remote state-of-health is operational and certified, the inspection authority can consider 
scheduling trips based on maintenance needs rather than on a calendar basis. Also, once appropriate 
reliability can be attained, the potential exists to reduce significantly the frequency of the inspection 
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visits. If the data mining and event detection capabilities achieve sufficient robustness, the number 
of inspectors per visit and the length of each visit can also be reduced. UNARM shows promise as a 
means to maintain and even improve inspection coverage in times of flat budgets and increased 
material safeguards requirements. 

Data Review 
Syetem 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
This section describes concepts important for documenting system functional requirements for an 
UNARM system. The expected material flow and handling activities should be understood, to 
clarify what activities are expected under the auspices of the UNARM system. In addition, 
unauthorized activities that the UNARM system is expected to detect if they occur, should be 
understood by the system designer. 

RAID stands for Redundant 
Array of independent Dlsks 

A Data Management System (DMS) will collect and store all pertinent data generated by the 
UNARM system. Potential users need to understand the magnitude of data that such systems can 
generate. Typical IAEA inspection periods can generate lo6 data points per radiation sensor and lo4 
images per video sensor. This data should be available in an unattended and secure mode for review 
by an inspector as appropriate. Additionally, the tools required to efficiently review these large data 
sets must be available. 

Each container should have a unique bar-code number. If measurements are part of the monitoring 
system, there will also be a unique bar-code number associated with each measurement instrument. 
In addition, any seals or other tamper indicating devices used as part of the system shall have 
unique numbers. All bar codes used by the UNARM system shall be permanently affixed to the 
item being identified and shall be designed to readily indicate any effort to remove or alter the bar 
code. All bar codes should be readable by the same bar-code reader technology. 

In some cases the system might be divided into 2 subsystems that do not share common modes of 
failure. For example, system A might consist of sensors inside a storage vault, while system B 
might cover all entrances to the storage vault with sensors placed outside the vault proper. Figure 1 
shows two such subsystems, each further divided into separate sensor systems. Each sensor 
subsystem is capable of stand-alone operation, with local battery backup and local data storage 
capacity. If either the power or the network fails, the subsystem can collect data in a reduced 
performance mode until the power or network is restored, 

~~~~~[ K H T b  Coniputer Computer Computer Computer 

I Radiation I I identifier I I Video I I Radiation I 
SYSTEM A SYSTEM B 

Fig. 1 I Block diagram of the Data Management System. 
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It is suggested that the radiation. collect computer manage the redundant array of independent disks 
(RAID) storage media, because its workload is lower than for the video collect computers. Either 
system shall be sufficient to enssure continuity of knowledge on the long-term storage; one system 
monitors the storage room; one system monitors all access to the storage room. If both systems are 
functional, they shall share all data so that independent copies are archived in both systems. 
Consequently, one entire system can fail, and the entire historical data set is preserved and can be 
easily accessed by the proper authority. 

The system is designed to enable multiple, independent components to maintain the continuity of 
knowledge through tag and seal, video, and radiation data as material is processed, or items are 
entered into long-term storage. ‘The system ensures that continuity of knowledge is maintainable 
even in the event of loss of some components of the monitoring system. If the advanced data review 
tools are not available, continuity of knowledge is maintainable, although at a reduced level of 
effectiveness and with much more inspection resources and impact on the facility. The reduction in 
effectiveness is due to the time required to collect the data manually and review the (potentially) 
large quantities of data, especially the video data, thereby increasing the possibilities for human 
error. 

In developing the UNARM systems, LANL has focused on three primary goals: 
1. Ensure the quality of the data. This requires reliable, consistent sensors, with little or no 

electronic drift. 
2. Ensure the data sets are complete. Missing data can translate into lost CoK. If an element 

fails, protect the data though redundant systems, local battery backup and local data storage 
3. Improve data selectiodfiltering techniques. LANL has worked to improve data sorting and 

discrimination tools to enable more efficient review of large data sets. 

Crucial-to-good data are reliable:, robust, and stable sensors. If calibrated, sensor calibration should 
have minimal drift, even under e:nvironmental fluctuations. Each sensor package should have the 
ability to perform built-in measurement (quality) control. Sensors should provide consistent results 
under changing environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, seasonal, diurnal). Sensors should 
require little maintenance (Le,, every year or two), should have a low component failure rate, and be 
easy to operate, repair, or maintain. 

Ensuring that data sets are complete requires tools at all levels. As mentioned above, redundancy to 
compensate for component failure, local battery backup (if power fails), and local memory (if 
network drops out) are all necessary to ensure data completeness. Additionally, tools to 
automatically recover data after power or network failure minimize negative impacts to facility 
monitoring. 

Data selection and filtering techniques are required due to the large amounts of data generated by 
UNARM systems. Radiation data taken every 10s for 30 days yields 2.6 x lo5 data points per 
radiation detector. Video data th,at stores an image every 5 minutes results in 8640 images every 30 
days per camera. A manual review of the data from these sensors is time consuming and can be 
unreliable. Data that is time correlated and trigger generated, however, provides a filter tool for 
review. Trigger parameters based on radiation or a specific activity enables an inspector to 
immediately review and determine if an unauthorized activity occurred. 
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LANL UNARM DEMO 
A small UNARM demonstration system has been installed at Los Alamos National Lab. The system 
was designed to demonstrate unattended monitoring of nuclear material held in a storage vault. 
Figure. 2 shows the main sensors of the demonstration UNARM system. 

Material held in the safe is monitored by a DCM-14 digital video camera (A), a balanced magnetic 
switch (B), a bar-code reader system (C), and neutron and gamma ray sensors (D). Information 
from these sensors is sent to a central collect computer (not in picture) via an intelligent network 
system (top two components in E). Images are recorded by the DCM-14 every five minutes until a 
trigger is received from the balanced magnetic switch or the neutron sensor. Upon triggering, the 
image rate is increased to every five seconds to record activity occurring while the safe door is open 
or while radiation levels above normal background are detected. Removal ofmaterial from the safe 
requires an operator declaration in the form of a bar-code scan of the item removed. During 
removal, the item is placecl between the radiation sensors (D). Data containing information about 
the gamma ray spectroscopy and neutron emission is recorded along with the door safe status and 
video images. 

A review cotnputer is used to reconcile recorded video, radiation, and declared operations using a 
LANL soitware package called Integrated Review Sofiware (IRS). Reconciliation of declared 
operations can be autonrated and customized within the RS. Additionally, an inspector can review 
and compare declared operations with video, radiation, and door sensors either individually or 
together in any combination. Because the data fiom all sensors is time synchronized, review and 
reconciliation of all activity can be accomplished efficiently. Figure 3 shows the operator-declared 
activity in the IRS. Figures 4 and 5 show the radiatioddoor sensor and video data, respectively, for 
the time period specified by the operator-declared activity. 
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__ -----.- 
Trmmractmri i Operator Name ' lsolope ~ Transaction Data,Tm i SoutceNarne 1 Localion - _ _  - -I-- .-L -_llll-_l I_ --$ I __ - 

Bldg2~RoomCl'~5 2001 0627.14 4057000 "STDIS012' "NS51108" "Check Out" "Mlks Browno" "PuMT54' 
10002 Bldg2.RoornCl!j5 2001 0627-1441 ,!6000 'STDISOIZ' '"s51108" "Check In" "No One" "PuMT54" I 

(Totals;), and spectroscopic gamma-ray rates from U and 
Pu regions of interest (U235 and Pu). 
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Fig, 5. Digital video data. 

In this demonstration, the operator opens the safe and removes material. The balanced magnetic 
switch triggers the DCM- 14, thereby recording the activity. The operator declares the activity by 
scanning the bar code of the material being removed, and the neutron and gamma-ray sensors 
record characteristics of the removed material. An inspector seeking to determine if this was an 
authorized activity would compare the operator declaration with the radiation and video data for the 
period of time around the declared activity. The IRS provides the inspector with the tools necessary 
to accomplish this task efficiently, The inspector can select the time of the declared activity and 
automatically recall either the radiation data or video or both. In this example, the inspector would 
see that the declared activity occurred at 14:40:57 on 6/27/01 (lst row 3‘d column of Fig. 3). The 
inspector would also luiow from the declaration that a source was “checked out,” the name of the 
operator that performed the action, as well as the isotope that was removed. The inspector could 
recall the time-correlated video data (Fig. 5) to verify that the operation was completed as declared, 
and the inspector could recall the radiation data to verify that the material drxlaration was correct. If 
the inspector was satisfied that Ihis was an authorized activity, he/she could reconcile the data in the 
IRS and move on to the next declaration. At the end of this process, any remaining data not 
reconciled may lead to rurther iiivestigation, possibly uncovering unauthorized activities. 

There are numerous perturbatio:ns of this demonstration that can be assembled including radiation- 
generated video triggers, motion sensors, etc. The demonstration shows that a multi-faceted 
approach to unattended monitoring provides an inspector with valuable tools to complete an 
inspection in an efficient and accurate manner. 
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SUMMARY 
UNARM systems allow for more efficient use of inspection resources and more rigorous coverage 
of monitored facilities. The system is robust; each sensor has sufficient local data storage capacity 
to prevent loss of data if part of the network goes down. If a sensor goes down, the state-of-health 
component records when and which sensor failed. If off-site transmission is enabled, the state-of- 
health status is transmitted off-site within a day. Consequently, the inspection authority can be 
informed of'the need for repair before traveling to the facility. Spare parts and the necessary 
personnel lo address the repair can be arranged a priori, instead of scheduling a second trip after 
arrival. 

The automated analysis and review components of UNARM enable inspectors to review facility 
activities and determine rapidly and efficiently which activities may require further evaluation. The 
chance of missing an event of interest is reduced significantly, and the inspector can schedule his or 
her activities more effectively as; a result of this preprocessing of the data. 

UNARM shows promise based on field installations both in Kazakhstan and Japan to improve 
inspect ion coverage of bulk proc:essing and storage facilities. These systems provide a viable 
alternative when faced with flat budgets and increasing safeguards requirements. 
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